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REVA Reaches Out to Youth 

 

Fort Lauderdale, FL. –  Travis Werth, chief pilot for REVA, learned a little something when 27 youths from 

the Fort Lauderdale Junior Fire Explorers visited the air ambulance service hangar at Fort Lauderdale 

Executive Airport (FXE) and observed other operations on the field. 

 

“It was another reaffirmation that the aviation industry needs to continue to reach out to youth groups, 

students, and the local community,” he said. “Though many people are fascinated with seeing an airplane, 

most still do not realize that there are many more opportunities in aviation beyond being a pilot or the 

jobs they may see someone doing when taking a commercial airline flight.” 



 
 
 
The Explorers, ages 8 to 15, got a chance to see the aircraft REVA uses to transport patients and their 

caregivers. A stretcher was along the equipment on display. So was the Human Simulator used in medical 

training.  

 

The Human Simulator drew the most interest from the group, which included several adults. 

The 30-minute tour, which took place in June, was one of several such events REVA has hosted over the 

years. It came about at the request of airport administration, and included REVA’s Sean Bryan, a nurse in 

the medical department; Alain Vallejo, maintenance manager; and Van Bishop, pilot training manager. 

The tour gave REVA folks a chance to learn something about the kids. It didn’t hurt that part of what they 

learned was the kids could form a pretty good talent pool one day. What was needed to become part of 

a medical team in terms of certifications and experience was among the top questions. 

“The kids’ aspirations were mainly in the medical field or of being a firefighter/paramedic,” Werth said. 

“When asked specifically what they wanted to be when they grew up, each one of their choices would fit 

within the air ambulance industry and some in other parts of aviation as well.”  

Werth said the youths were “enthusiastic and inquisitive.” Much of what they wanted to know focused 

on the cool stuff REVA does – how fast the planes go, how high, where to. 



 
 
 
The adults, Werth said, were no different from “what we have experienced in the past. Just like the kids, 

most do not know of fixed-wing air ambulance and the wide-ranging possibilities within aviation. This was 

an excellent opportunity to present the services that air ambulance provides and the positive impact that 

FXE and similar airports have.” 

 

### 

 

REVA, Inc., owner-operators of a fleet of 20 medically-configured aircraft, including small and mid-size 

jets, employs over 350 air-ambulance-service professionals who deliver caring, efficient, fully-accredited 

medical care from bases throughout North America including the Caribbean.  REVA, Inc., has completed 

more than 25,000 medical transports that include time-sensitive organ deliveries, trauma response, and 

intensive-care connections, in addition to private charters associated with medical tourism, cruise-line 

passenger emergencies, and philanthropic efforts. REVA, Inc. has earned over a dozen top industry honors 

and recognitions from NAAMTA, EURAMI, International Assistance Group, ARGUS Platinum as well as the 

AAMS Fixed Wing Award of Excellence, ACE Safety Award, ITIJ 2015 Air Ambulance Provider of the Year 

Award and ITIJ 2016 Air Ambulance Provider of the Year Award Finalist. 

REVA, Inc. and its air-ambulance services are licensed by U.S. and international agencies including U.S. 

Federal Aviation Administration (Certificate #O2JA595N Operated by REVA, Inc.), Canadian Transportation 

Agency International; EASA (European Aviation Safety Agency) Approved Third Country Operator, TCO 

Code USA-0042; and U.S. Treasury Cuban operation authorization.  Through individual and corporate 

affiliations, the staff and fleet uphold professional performance standards. 

 

To learn more about REVA, Inc., and its worldwide services: 

On the Web: www.flyreva.com 

By phone: 1-954-730-9300 & Toll Free: 1-800-752-4195 

http://www.flyreva.com/
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